
Garden of the
Names of Allah

AL QAADIR



Welcome to the 
GARDEN OF THE 
NAMES OF ALLAH.



We all love Allah so much because there 

is no one like Him. He has the Most Beautiful 

Names and Most Lofty Attributes. 



Every Name is distinct and special, 

and in this boook we will learn 

the Name of Allah 

Al Qaadir
The Able. 



We say, “we can talk, we can move,

we can do things”, but our ability is

limited. We cannot do anything

except if Allah permits and wills.



Anyone who has any ability is all

from Allah. Allah is Al Qaadir and

nothing can affect His ability. No

one can add to His ability or take

away from it because it is perfect

and complete.



The human being was nothing

before and did not exist, but Allah

is able to create the human in the

womb and make it come out in a

specific time. No one can say how

long this human will live and this is

the ability of Allah.



Allah is able to create us

and take us out of this life in

a specific time. No one can

live an extra day or leave

behind early.



Allah created us in the best form

and He gave us fingers which we

need to be grateful for. 
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Yes. [We are] Able [even] to 

proportion his fingertips.



Every finger has a different

print from the other and this

is the ability of Allah. 



In order to know Who is

Allah Al Qaadir, we need to

look at simple things which

we can easily neglect.



Only Allah can bring

ayat to us and an

ayah is anything that

leads us to Allah.



Everyone is distinct and no one is like us, 

but Allah is able to create anything like us.



If we have anything in this life, Allah is

able to remove it and He is able to

give us something better.



Even when people become dust,

Allah is able to bring them back to

life. He is able to recreate us a

better creation. 



Allah is able to bring down

torment. There is no one

like Allah to see His ability

in everything. 



WHEN WE BELIEVE IN ALLAH 

AL QAADIR…
WHAT SHOULD WE DO?

 



We should not believe in our ability, but

only in the ability of Allah. Only Allah is

able to replace and recreate.



We should always depend on 

Allah Al Qaadir.



We should submit to Allah because He is

able to do all things. We should not reject

or complain because anything that

happens is because Allah is Able. 



To believe there will be resurrection, and

Allah will always give us better.

 



To not be arrogant because Allah is able

to give anyone else something we have

or give them knowledge.



The Name of Allah 

Al Qaadir makes us believe

more, submit more, be

more grateful, think good of

Allah and believe in His

ability because nothing is

difficult for Him. 

 



We love 

ALLAH AL QAADIR




